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very day we strive to succeed at work, at home and in our personal lives. The road to success is not easy to navigate; but with
hard work, drive and passion, it is possible to achieve our dreams.
Our Board of Directors and volunteers at the Toronto Chapter have
accomplished so much this year. With superior ability, special effort, and great courage, we produced quality events such as our
Industry Leader seminars; professional development sessions, networking social events and the In Touch Newsletter for all our members and candidates.
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REIC Mission, Core Values, Vision
Our Mission
The Real Estate Institute of Canada’s
objective is to advance professionalism
in the real estate industry.
Our Vision
An organization leveraging our diverse
expertise to benefit all stakeholders
Core Values
We believe in:
The value of high ethical standards
The benefit of experience
The power of knowledge and the
importance of sharing it
The strength of our diverse professional
community

President’s Message

Each and every time we produce an event we strive to inform our members of the latest
business trends and new building technology. We also highlight the expert people providing information and facts, whether it be residential, commercial, condominium, property
management, financial and law.
As members, we want to learn as much as we can about Real Estate and these events provide a platform for member’s to gain leading edge knowledge and insight
On June 13 to June 15, 2017 several members of the Board and Chapter attended the
annual National Conference in lovely Halifax. We listened and learned from the keynote
speakers on how to succeed in work, personal lives, technology and social media. We ate
great seafood and visited this beautiful city and sites such as the Bay of Fundy, Peggy’s
Cove and Hall’s Harbour to name just a few.
The conference was informative and empowered to come back to Toronto motivated to
plan next year’s events for our Toronto Chapter.
In addition, the Toronto Chapter was nominated for many awards and we were the only
Chapter across Canada to succeed in winning 8 awards. Our list of awards is outlined in
the newsletter on the next page.
The awards won demonstrate the great achievements for the Toronto Chapter. It emphasizes our hard work and attention towards producing informative and quality events for
our members, and we plan to continue that effort this year. The way a team plays as a
whole determines its success. So, I invite you to participate and to come and join us at our
upcoming events and lets all achieve success for your Toronto Chapter.
You, the members and candidates, make a difference to the success of your Toronto Chapter.
Carmela Corrado
Toronto Chapter
President

Discover the benefits of choosing a
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Upcoming Events

Upcoming Events

September 19, 2017 – Leasing Conference

with the
September - Building Tour - Mississauga
October - Industry Leader Series Event

Real Estate Institute of Canada
Toronto Chapter

October 10-13, 2017 IREM Global Summit

Thanks to our
October 17, 2017 Annual Awards Dinner
SPONSORS

Upcoming Events

18 Industry Leader Series – Donald Schmitt
September 26 Meet & Greet with REIC Toronto Chapter
September

November 30, 2017 PM Expo Seminar: Sustainability in Real Estate - Past, Present & Future
Mentors

Do you want to contribute
to a future issue.
November 2 2013 REIC Toronto Chapter Awards Dinner Westin
Prince Hotel
Please submit your article to
info@reictoronto.com
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416 520 5544
416 443 8619
Email | Web
Realtor@Kenfinch.net
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INTERESTED IN A REAL ESTATE RELATED
REIC/ICI
BUILDING TOUR OR
EVENT?
PLEASE SEND US SUGGESTIONS TO
events@reictoronto.com
®

Toronto Chapter

November - Toronto 2015 Pan American / Parapan American
Games Presentation & Tour
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December Building Value Through Site Expansion: A Case
Study of Yorkdale Shopping Centre
December - Holiday Social

The Effect of HVAC Systems
on Indoor Air Quality

By Eugene Korneluk CPM®

D

o you understand air quality in your buildings?
Proper maintenance of your HVAC systems is
mandatory to keep your occupants healthy as well
as happy. That is what we learned - thanks soo much
to Gary Sweeney from CTM Inc. who helped us out
as a last minute speaker substitute.
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) is affected by Cooling towers, chillers, boiler systems and air handling systems.
Regular maintenance on all these key components
verify that systems are running according to intended on designs by engineers. Inspections are simple
checks per shift, with logs of all observations found.
Cleaning of equipment is necessary, completed by
qualified staff and/or contractors. Legionella tests
must be done by a certified lab through your water
treatment supplier.
Gary talked us through understanding major IAQ
components and their must-do maintenance requirements. Humidification was explained by type and
the ramifications of neglect. We learned about Clean
Steam and Incremental Isothermal Humidification.
In summary, regular, scheduled service on the Cooling Towers, AHU and Humidification systems are essential to good Indoor Air Quality.
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Industry Leaders Series

Vince Brown
O

n May 17, 2017 the REIC Toronto Chapter hosted another successful Industry Leader Series at
the McMillan LLP offices at Brookfield Place. The
objective of the Industry Leader Series is to organize
sessions with executives and entrepreneurs who have
inspired change within the real estate industry and
we were very pleased to present our speaker for the
day, Vince Brown, President and Chief
Executive
Officer of Triovest.
Mr. Brown graciously
discussed his background,
significant
achievements,
obstacles and challenges and business strategies that
have contributed
to his success and
helped him progress
throughout
his career and in
the various senior
leadership positions
within Triovest he has
held as the company has grown.

He also shared many important management style
takeaways for the captive audience, which included very insightful and inspiring advice on managing
teams and the emphasis on supporting a team and
knowing the weakness and strengths in a team you
manage. He stressed the importance of recognizing
your teams accomplishments and successes and that
as a leader, you do not have to be or necessarily are
the ‘smartest’ in the room. How you need to build a
team that compliments each other’s skills and expertise and how the development of team members
in an organizing is important not only for selfdevelopment but to the benefit of the organization as a whole.
Finally, Mr. Brown reinforced to the audience
that when creating a vision for a company,
it is very helpful to have collaboration across
various business units within the organization – collaboration generates a broader understanding of the vision/goals of the organization and has a positive impact to company
culture. Leadership can be very rewarding and
sometimes very difficult and leaders have an opportunity to help shape and work collaboratively
with team members to work towards common goals
and successes.
A special thank you to Vince Brown for taking
time out of his busy day to share his
accomplishments and thought
provoking insights, and
also to McMillan LLP
for hosting the event at
their offices. Look for
our next REIC Toronto
Chapter Industry Leaders Series event taking
place in the Fall.

IREM CORNER
By Eugene Korneluk CPM®

I

t has been a busy year for the IREM Council team. Our
Chapter was honoured with the IREM Outstanding Canadian Chapter 2015 Award received June 2016 at the REIC
Annual Conference in Ottawa. Thanks the last term’s Council of John Bowen CPM, FRI, ARP and Ken Finch CPM, FRI.
A major activity included creating a video report of our
Chapter’s successes over the year. The video was debuted
at the IREM Fall Conference in San Diego during the International Forum session. City Place provided a beautiful
visual backdrop in August of Toronto for our Chapter’s International report. Our producer / director – Alex Pino FRI
chose different backdrops for each achievement as it was
recorded.
Congratulations to John Bowen CPM, FRI, ARP for receiving the Alice Constantino Memorial Member of the Year
Award at our Awards Dinner last October.
CPMs John Bowen, Christopher Lieb and myself represented the Toronto Chapter in San Diego at the IREM Fall
Conference in October. What a beautiful setting with many
learning opportunities. Conference highlights and presentations are found online dated Oct. 26, 2016 special newsletter highlights http://www.irem.org/resources/real-estatemanagement-news/ifc-special-edition-newsletter .

The IREM Foundation has awarded a scholarship to CPM
candidate Mathumitha Mahendran for course study. Congratulations Mathumitha. Applications can be found at
http://irem.org/about-irem/irem-foundation/irem-foundation-scholarship-programs for CPM, ARM and ACoM Certifications. Candidates should apply for these monetary
grants applied to their REIC mandatory courses.
Have you subscribed to the weekly IREM newsletter http://
irem.org/resources/real-estate-management-news ? Great
industry articles and topics. New articles are always welcomed, especially from Canada.
We need your interesting story contributions to our In
Touch newsletter.
Corporate visits are being planned for October 17th to
promote REIC/IREM education. Incoming IREM president –
Ben McGrew CPM, CCIM is visiting our Chapter. Company
visits are welcomed from any member.
Your local IREM Council needs ARM representations on
Chapter Council. Please contact Stephen Wall or myself
for your input.

2017 Real Estate Institute of Canada National
Conference and AGM
By Carmela Corrado, FRI, CLO

T

his year’s event was held in Halifax, Nova Scotia, a
beautiful city along the Atlantic coast, with culture,
scenery and history. The National Conference was held
from June 13 to 15 at the Halifax Marriott Harbourfront
Hotel. Members and Board of Directors from all Chapters
across Canada attended this event.
On the initial day was dedicated to the IREM Leadership
Conference and Dinner. Case studies on Leadership and

Developing Young Professionals were great sessions. Sarah Birmbach of Birmbach Success Solutions lead us in
a Volunteer Development workshop – “Building a Structure for Future Throughout the conference Leaders to
Emerge”. we had amazing speakers such as: Adam Grove,
outstanding stand-up comedian who hosted eight seasons
of Discovery’s channel Cash Cab who delivered how he
became successful. Ross Simmonds, published author,
digital strategist and entrepreneur with a passion for technology and communications who has been named as
one of the top 5 marketers of snap chat. Clinton Wilkens,
entrepreneur and dedicated mortgage professional with
CENTUM Homes Lenders Ltd. Clinton has been in business for over 11 years in achieving client’s financial goals
and has been named the #1 agent for volume and units
in 2011. Chapter Chat shared innovative ideas across the
Canadian Region.
Our Chapter hosts took us all to explore the history of Pier
21 where over one million immigrants came to Canada
through Pier 21 - the last supporting seaport immigration
facility in Canada. From Pier 21 we headed to Halifax
Distilling Company, were we tasted their local rum and

delicious food and were entertained by local band playing Halifax folklore music. A “Sociable” event was had
by all.
The following day was continued with speakers and learning sessions and the finale was the 2017 Real Estate Institute of Canada Pursuit of Excellence Awards Gala. Dinner was served with local seafood and wine and during
the dinner the awards were given out. It was a great year
for the Toronto Chapter being recognized with 8 awards.
The following are the Chapter’s recipients of the 2017
Pursuit of Excellence Awards:
•Cheryl Gray, CPM, QuadReal Property Group - REIC
Emeritus Award.
•Carmela Corrado, FRI, CLO, Metrolinx - J.A. Weber
Award.
•Nick Iannazzo, FRI, CLO Iannazzo Law Firm - Patrick J.
Harvey Memorial Award.
•Tahir Qureshi, FRI, CRES – City-Pro Realty Inc. - REIC
Community Services Award.
•Natalka Falcomer, CLO – Managing Partner, Ground
works Firm - QuadReal Literary Award.
•Vanessa Van Dette, CPM, ACoM, CRP – Larlyn Property
Management Ltd. - QuadReal Excellence Award.
•Don Hill Award – Large Chapter - Toronto Chapter.
•Chapter of the Year Award – Large Chapter – Toronto
Chapter.

Congratulations to all of the Toronto Chapter members
who received awards this year. It is with your hard work,
dedication and passion and your volunteer hours that recognized great talent and we thank you all for all that you
have done to make the Toronto Chapter what it is today.

The
Renaissance
of Renting

By Natalka Falcomer, CLO

H

ome owners - prepare to
feel duped. Renters – prepare to feel like Warren Buffet. Alex Avery, author of The
Wealthy Renter and Vertica,
an award winning property
management group, are using
cold hard math to prove that
your money is much better off
spent in the Canadian stock
market than on a mortgage. In other words, you made a
bad financial decision if you bought a house rather than
rented and invested your money in market. And yes, this
is true even though we’ve had a housing boom.

Some may argue that Avery’s “hard math” isn’t accurate
or that Vertica’s faith in the rental market doesn’t acknowledge the full value of home ownership; they both
fail to take into account the intangibles of home ownership. After all, the duped homeowners pay the big sticker price because there’s immeasurable value associated
with the pleasure of home security, home ownership,
upgraded amenities and living in neighbourhood that
fosters a sense of community. In fact, it’s this very lack of
intangibles that demoralizes renters and that perpetuates
the stigma associated with renting. That’s until Vertica
decided to change the renter’s experience by creating
these intangibles via technology and by upgrading its
value system by committing all resources to customer

service, convenience, cleanliness and community.
Sounds nice, but renters don’t have home security!
Theoretically, having your name on title as the registered
owner gives you, the homeowner, a stronger legal interest in your property than that of a renter. Practically, however, this isn’t the case … just ask any landlord
who’s dealt with a delinquent tenant.
The new Wynn policies along with our old leasing laws
prescribe numerous protections for tenants – from being
able to register your interest on title to prolonged notification periods and rigorous hoops to jump through
before eviction is possible. In fact, a homeowner who
stops paying mortgage payments is likely to experience
swifter eviction and longer damaging financial repercussions than a renter who stops paying rent.
With the advent of rental renaissance in Toronto, as demonstrated by Honest Ed’s pledge to develop spacious
rental units, the rights of tenants are likely to intensify.
This is because the new demographic choosing to rent
- high income earning Millennials and cash heavy Baby
Boomers – have the financial and positional wherewithal to influence housing policies.
While the current state of renters’ rights defies the notion
of security through ownership, how does Vertica deal
with renter’s woes within Vertica’s control? For example,
does Vertica overcome “slumlordism” and cultivate a
sense of homeownership pride not typically felt by renters?
How to become a good landlord?
Vertica is taking a page (or two) straight out of Apple’s
innovation and customer service text book: use technology to make the user experience a pleasure and obsess
over delivering a positive experience. Unlike the experience of those who rent condos from absentee landlords,
Vertica’s tenants don’t have to wait for repairs to be addressed; they also don’t have to incur any out of pocket
costs or manage the process of finding, screening and
waiting around for the maintenance person to arrive
anytime between 7 am and 7 pm. Rather, Vertica’s tenants will simply open up an online or smartphone ap-

plication to report a maintenance issue. Within minutes,
the tenant will know when the issue will be solved by a
designated, screened and trusted property manager.
Todd Nishimura, Director, Marketing at Vertica Resident
Services/GWL Realty Advisors, asserts that the use of
technology is not intended to reduce human interaction.
Rather, it does quite the opposite. Vertica pays close attention to measuring its team’s response times and customer satisfaction. Doing so revealed that the Vertica
property managers and administrative staff spent almost
70% of their time on non value add administrative tasks.
Such tasks ranged from collecting rent to listing new
rentals and following up on maintenance requests. The
solution: use technology where possible to reduce paperwork and eliminate redundancies. And then use the
freed up time to interact with tenants, foster tenant relationships, reduce disputes and create a positive home
environment.
We Don’t Have a Sense of Community!
Landlords renting out their condos and neighbours to
rowdy renters rightly complain that renters destroy facilities, as well as the sense of community. After all, renters aren’t invested – literally - in the maintenance of the
building and they don’t intend to stick around. How
is Vertica dealing with this obvious issue? By investing
heavily in creating communal events (i.e. free tickets to
local events!), committing to maintaining a clean space
and by building communal spaces at each property. Creating a sense of community, combined with offering high
end amenities and conveniences such as en-suite washers and driers, attract those who are choosing a lifestyle
that allows for financial flexibility while setting in deep
roots; something that’s not offered by home ownership
or by Toronto’s flimsy condo rentals.
Despite the risk of running a fools errand, I predict that
the rental market will change as we start to seriously consider the “hard numbers” and as rental buildings such as
Vertica’s become more available. This trend will continue if housing unaffordability – whether it be a detached
home or condo - continues as it has and as developers
begin to move away from the “build and dump” condo
developments scarring Toronto to build, rent and create
communities we so desperately need.

JOB POSTING
Looking for a new job, career change or wishing to advertise a new position on the REIC website.
click here to view The Career Centre
REIC offers a career posting service that’s cost-effective advertising of positions available in the real estate industry,
for further details, contact sandra.demedeiros@reic.com
Image by condovo

The Tricks to Thinking Like a Lawyer, But Acting
Like a Leasing Guru
By Natalka Falcomer, CLO

L

awyers are great assets for
any real estate agent or realty team. They’ll help you craft
a legally acceptable arrangement, but they have their limits. They won’t help you create
a good business deal because
that’s your job. And if you don’t
do your job your client will be
stuck with a bad deal and the
courts will not strike down an agreement just because the
deal, well, “sucks”. But, the courts will uphold a lawsuit
against you if you failed to meet your professional duty to
provide competent advice!
How can you avoid a lawsuit? You’ll have to flip through
the 100-page lease and have a strong understanding of every clause. The problem, however, is that you don’t have
the time and getting a lawyer involved is very expensive.
Yet, you also can’t afford to not know the legal dangers
lurking to destroy your deal, client and reputation. The solution? Educate yourself and read on and to learn about one
of the most common mistakes arising out of lease deals.
Why You Have to Care (and Know!) About More than Per
Square Foot Rate
The Scenario
Your client is an experienced restaurateur and needs a
space that’s at least 3,000 sq feet in a trendy Vancouver
neighbourhood. The square footage is critical because anything smaller won’t fit the number of seats required for the
restaurant to turn a profit. Losing even one table would
destroy his business.

he’ll sue.
Is the square footage discrepancy between what your client
measured versus what is written in the lease and what he’s
paying rent on legal? You bet. May your client try and sue
you? You bet.
What Happened?
Your client assumed that the Rentable Area was the actual
size of the unit and you didn’t explain the difference between Rentable and Useable Area.
What is the Difference and Why Does the Landlord Do
This?
Before signing an Offer it is imperative to always warn clients that there can be a big difference between the Useable
Area and the Rentable Area. Understanding and telling
your client about these differences is imperative because
rental rates are almost always based on the basis of Rentable Area. I’ve seen many disgruntled tenants start lawsuits
over failing to appreciate this difference and businesses fail
because of the unexpected cost of rent.
Generally, Usable Area is the space that a tenant can actually occupies and can use, while Rentable Area includes a
tenant’s share of space in the building deemed beneficial
to the tenant. The tenant doesn’t necessarily have exclusive
possession of such space:

After months of searching and several deals falling through,
you finally find the perfect location at a below market rate.
The suite is in a busy strip mall with a gorgeous green space
attached and large parking area. As you review the Offer
to Lease you know that your client will be pleased because
the Offer clearly states that the Rentable Area is approximately 3,020 sq feet.

Rentable Area of the Premises means the area expressed
in square feet […] as certified by the Architect or Lad Surveyor of all floors of the Premises (including, without limitation, any Mezzanine Area, Basement Areas and Storage
Areas), measured from: (a) the exterior face of all exterior
wall, doors and windows […]. The Rentable Area of the
Premises includes all interior space, whether or not occupied by any projections, structures, stairs elevators, escalators, shafts or other floor openings or columns, structural or
non-structural and […] the area of such recess or entrance
for all purpose lies within and forms part of the Rentable
Area of the Premises.

A month later, your client calls. He tells you that his contractor measured the suite and the space is actually 2,500
square feet – he won’t be able to make his business work.
He says you and the landlord intentionally misrepresented
the size of the unit and he wants out of the deal! If not,

This clause essentially means that the Rentable Area, unlike the Useable Area, includes the tenant’s share of the
building’s common spaces such as lobbies and other nonrentable space such as elevators, mechanical rooms and
shared or public bathrooms. The measurements include

spaces that no one can physically occupy, such as columns
and rooms filled with laundry machines, boilers and HVAC
systems.
Why does the Landlord make this distinction between
Rentable and Useable Area? Because it costs money to run
the entire facility, which is open for the tenant’s use and
benefit. As such, the Landlord will want to recoup these
costs and, sometimes, even make a profit for running the
building.
What Should You Do?
The first method to protect your client and yourself from
professional negligence claims is to advise your client to
hire an architect to measure the space. The hired professional should not only measure the space, but also help
your client determine if his space needs are met. Be sure
that the architect or professional has the proper accreditation to provide a Letter of Area Certification and uses
a generally accepted measurement standard such as the
standard adopted by Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA). Although the BOMA standard isn’t a
standard required by law, it is very well recognized and
will enhance the legitimacy of your position during negotiations or if your client has a dispute with the landlord.
The second protective measure you should take is to figure
out if the Landlord has added a “loss factor” to the Rentable
Area calculation. Although not contained in our clause ex-

ample, above, Landlords may also add an arbitrary “loss
factor” which is used to “gross up” the Rentable Area’s
size. A “loss factor” is perfectly legal as there is no measurement standard required by law.
The final protective measure is to walk through the entire
premises. As outlined above, the Rentable Area also includes columns. By doing a walk-through, you may find
that there are numerous columns within the premises that
are not available for use by your client’s use. If that’s the
case ask the Landlord to reduce the Rentable Area calculation by excluding a few of the columns.
The best defence against lawsuits, damaged reputations
and failed deals is planning and information. With your
own facts you’ll have a more informed basis for negotiation
and you’ll protect your client from any business-destroying
surprises.
For more information about the author or leases visit www.
groundworksfirm.com.
DISCLAIMER: This article offers general comments on legal
issues and developments of concern to business organizations and individuals and is not intended to provide legal
opinions. Readers should seek professional legal advice on
the particular issues that concern.

